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Jets expansion draft plan coming into focus? 
Signing Dano could be indicator 
 
BY KEN WIEBE, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
There are still several moving parts and a few issues left to uncover or resolve, but the 
expansion plans for the Winnipeg Jets are coming into focus. 
 
While it's still unclear whether the Jets asked veteran defenceman Toby Enstrom to waive his 
no-movement clause before Monday's deadline, you'd have to think the conversation took 
place. 
 
When Jets GM Kevin Cheveldayoff was asked directly about the topic of no-movement clauses 
at his year-end address, he said all options would be explored. 
 
Officially, the Jets won't be commenting on the process until after the protected lists are 
revealed on Sunday morning. 
 
Based on experience, one shouldn't expect too much detail to be given, even after the 
expansion draft picks are made public. 
 
It's a sensitive subject and one of the biggest reasons the NHL GM's didn't want the lists to be 
made public. 
 
Yes, it's possible the Jets could buy out the final year of Enstrom's $5.75 million contract, but 
that appears to be the most unlikely result. 
 
The Jets haven't bought out a player since the franchise relocated and it's hard to imagine 
Enstrom would be the first, especially since they still value his services when healthy. 
 
Buying him out would be both a costly proposition and leave a void on the left side of the 
defence depth chart. 
 
So don't expect that to be the solution to allowing blue-liner Tyler Myers to be on the protected 
list. 
 
On Tuesday morning, the Jets agreed to terms with forward Marko Dano on a one-year, one-
way deal that carries an average annual value of $850,000. 
 
Dano, who was the player acquired in the deal with the Chicago Blackhawks for Andrew Ladd, 
is coming off a season with four goals and 11 points in 38 games with the Jets. 
 
Dano has shown flashes during his time with the Jets, but he missed 26 games with an ankle 
injury and found himself as a healthy scratch during the stretch run last season – even after the 
team had been eliminated from playoff contention. 
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By getting a deal done with Dano, the Jets have more options when it comes to the expansion 
draft and it's much easier for them to protect one goalie, three defencemen and seven forwards. 
 
Previously, under the 7-3-1 format, Shawn Matthias was the only forward who met the 
experience requirement laid out in the expansion draft rules. 
 
Dano also meets the requirement and is likely to join Matthias as the two exposed forwards. 
 
One would expect a similar contract with pending restricted free agent defenceman Ben Chiarot 
before protected lists are due on Saturday at 4 p.m. 
 
Of course, the lack of depth on defence means it's possible the Jets could still decide to protect 
eight skaters instead of seven forwards and three blue-liners but that's not how I see things 
unfolding. 
 
By protecting seven forwards, it would quickly end the debate over whether the Jets should 
protect Mathieu Perreault or Adam Lowry. 
 
They'd both be protected, along with captain Blake Wheeler, Mark Scheifele, Bryan Little and 
most likely Andrew Copp and Joel Armia. 
 
The Jets don't want to lose either Perreault or Lowry and understandably so. 
 
When healthy, Perreault has been an impact player for the Jets, a guy who can produce 
offensively and has the versatility to play up and down the lineup. 
 
Perreault signed a four-year, $16.5 million contract extension last summer that kicks in this 
season and it's obvious the Jets value what he brings to the table. 
 
Lowry brings an element the Jets don't have much of, as a big, physical centre who has been 
used on both the power play and penalty-killing units. 
 
And he's not just a defensive player either, as Lowry produced a career-high 15 goals and 29 
points while appearing in all 82 games last season. 
 
The Jets have more organizational depth up front than they do on defence, so it might be easier 
for them to absorb the loss of a forward in the expansion draft. 
 
But it's not that simple, unless Enstrom waives his no-movement clause. 
 
Assuming Enstrom doesn't waive though, the Jets could use that forward depth as a way to 
keep Myers as well. 
 
It's unclear what it would take to make that happen, but it might make more sense for the 
Golden Knights to add a second-round draft pick and an exempt player like forward Nic Petan to 
bolster the skill instead of adding the more experienced Myers, who was limited to 11 games 
last season because of a groin injury. 
 
The expansion drama is nearing its crescendo and once it's been reached, the Jets can move 
on to the next priority – adding an experienced goalie to the mix for next season. 
 



Ken Wiebe's projected protected list for Winnipeg Jets for upcoming Vegas Golden Knights 
expansion draft: 
 
G Connor Hellebuyck 
 
D Dustin Byfuglien * 
 
D Toby Enstrom * 
 
D Jacob Trouba 
 
F Blake Wheeler 
 
F Mark Scheifele 
 
F Bryan Little 
 
F Mathieu Perreault 
 
F Adam Lowry 
 
F Andrew Copp 
 
F Joel Armia 
 
X – If Toby Enstrom agreed to waive his no-movement clause, Tyler Myers will be protected 
instead. If Enstrom doesn't waive, the Jets are likely to work out a side deal with the Vegas 
Golden Knights for a draft pick and an exempt player or prospect in order to retain Myers. 
 
--- 
 
Player Exposure Requirements (courtesy of NHL.com) 
 
All Clubs must meet the following minimum requirements regarding players exposed for 
selection in the Expansion Draft: 
 
i) One defenceman who is a) under contract in 2017-18 and b) played in 40 or more NHL games 
the prior season OR played in 70 or more NHL games in the prior two seasons. 
 
ii) Two forwards who are a) under contract in 2017-18 and b) played in 40 or more NHL games 
the prior season OR played in 70 or more NHL games in the prior two seasons. 
 
iii) One goaltender who is under contract in 2017-18 or will be a restricted free agent at the 
expiration of his current contract immediately prior to 2017-18. If the club elects to make a 
restricted free agent goaltender available in order to meet this requirement, that goaltender must 
have received his qualifying offer prior to the submission of the club's protected list. 
 
* Players with potential career-ending injuries who have missed more than the previous 60 
consecutive games (or who otherwise have been confirmed to have a career-threatening injury) 
may not be used to satisfy a club's player exposure requirements, unless approval is received 
from the NHL. Such players also may be deemed exempt from selection by the League. 
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Did Chevy seal Enstrom's window before Jets fans feel expansion draft chill? 
 
By: Jason Bell 
 
The Pittsburgh Penguins have repeated as Stanley Cup champions, Sidney Crosby is the Conn 
Smythe winner again and the Nashville Predators carry the unenviable label of 2016-17 NHL 
runners-up. 
 
So ends the National Hockey League season. Now the fun begins for everyone who doesn't 
own a Penguins jersey. Winnipeg Jets fans, for example. 
 
As the league gets ready to stock the expansion Vegas Golden Knights' pantry with players, the 
first of what the NHL considers "critical dates" came and went Monday. 
 
Teams had until 4 p.m. (CDT) to ask players with "no move" clauses (NMC) in their contracts to 
waive those rights. The 30 existing clubs will make their protected player lists public Sunday in 
advance of the expansion draft June 21, when each of them loses a player to the new Western 
Conference team. 
 
News leaked early Monday that goalie Marc-Andre Fleury of the champion Penguins has 
agreed to waive his modified NMC, while the Ottawa Senators have asked defenceman Dion 
Phaneuf to do likewise and are awaiting his response. 
 
Have the Jets asked that of veteran defencemen Toby Enstrom? The team said Monday the 
organization won’t disclose any details of its plans before the protected lists are revealed 
Sunday. 
 
The 32-year-old Swedish-born defenceman has a year left on a contract signed prior to the 
2013-14 season that pays him US$5.75 million annually. 
 
Convincing the left-shooting blue-liner to waive his NMC would alleviate a lot of aggravation for 
general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff who, like the league's other GMs, has a choice to make: 
protect one goalie, three defencemen and seven forwards, or one goalie and eight skaters. 
 
Getting a yes from Enstrom would allow the Jets to protect goalie Connor Hellebuyck, 
defencemen Dustin Byfuglien — who also has a NMC — Jacob Trouba and Tyler Myers and 
forwards Mark Scheifele, Blake Wheeler, Bryan Little, Adam Lowry, Mathieu Perreault, Andrew 
Copp and Joel Armia, presumably. 
 
If Enstrom balks? Well, then things get convoluted for the Jets’ brass, who would have to protect 
him, along with Byfuglien and Trouba. If the Jets also wanted to shield Myers — who was hurt 
for most of last season but is a key contributor when he's healthy — he'd be the fourth 
defencemen, leaving the club with the troubling choice of which four forwards they would not be 
willing to gamble with. 
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Thus, all the banter lately about who’s more valuable to the squad moving forward, Perreault or 
Lowry? 
 
Another possibility is Winnipeg swings a trade with Vegas involving draft choices and/or players, 
to avoid losing personnel it wants to keep. 
 
Here are some key dates to keep in mind over the next two weeks. All times are CDT: 
 
• Thursday: the deadline for teams to ask players with NMCs whether they want to be placed on 
waivers for purposes of buyouts prior to the expansion draft. 
 
• Friday: the final day clubs can place a player on waivers prior to the expansion draft 
trade/waiver freeze. It’s also the last day — deadline is 4 p.m. — for players to agree to waive 
their NMCs. 
 
• Saturday: the trade/waiver freeze kicks in for all NHL clubs (2 p.m.), except for Vegas GM 
George McPhee and his staff. It’s also deadline day for teams to simultaneously submit their 
protected lists to the league and the National Hockey League Players Association (4 p.m.). 
 
• Sunday: the hockey world will finally see who’s available for the Golden Knights to select. The 
league distributes protected lists to all NHL clubs and the NHLPA by 9 a.m.). The free-agent 
interview period opens for Vegas from the moment the lists are distributed. This applies only to 
players who have been exposed. 
 
• June 21: the Golden Knights submit the names — including any restricted or unrestricted free 
agents they’ve signed — by 9 a.m. The selections will be announced in the evening, during the 
NHL Awards in Las Vegas. (Jets right-winger Patrik Laine is a finalist for the Calder Trophy as 
the league’s top rookie. He won't win — Toronto centre Auston Matthews is a lock. But there's 
no shame in that, as the affable Finnish teen did everything and more the Jets wanted/needed 
last season.) 
 
• June 22: the trade/waiver freeze is lifted, allowing all 31 teams to resume normal day-to-day 
business — just one day before the NHL Draft begins in Chicago. 
 
• June 23-24: the NHL Draft at United Centre. The New Jersey Devils won the draft lottery and 
must decide whether to make star centre Nolan Patrick of the WHL's Brandon Wheat Kings the 
first-ever Winnipegger selected No. 1 overall, or go with Nico Hischier, a centre with the Halifax 
Mooseheads of the Quebec Major Junior Hockey League. The Jets, meanwhile, own the 13th 
selection in the first round. 
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Winnipeg Jets Expansion Draft Preview 
 
By Rory Boylen 
 
The Winnipeg Jets appear to be one of the teams more likely to go the 4-4-1 protection route 
than 7-3-1, as the most impactful players they need to protect come from the blue line. If they do 
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that, Vegas might be looking at picking up a young, depth forward from Winnipeg, although 
there is some chance for a surprise. 
 
Here is who we think the Jets will protect, and which player we think the Golden Knights will 
pick. 
 
FORWARDS 
Mark Scheifele 
Blake Wheeler 
Bryan Little 
Mathieu Perreault 
 
Let’s call this the KISS approach — keep it simple stupid. Scheifele, Wheeler and Little should 
be considered locks for protection at the NHL Expansion Draft, but after that Winnipeg has a 
few options. The most obvious keep is Perreault, who played at a point-per-game pace from 
Feb. 2 through to the end of the regular season. He’s versatile, able to play a top-six spot on the 
wing or take up a role at centre and he’s signed for the next four years. The Jets should be 
working with a playoff mentality and Perreault is best-suited to help them get there of all the 
forwards to be considered for this fourth protection spot. 
 
The other way to approach this would be to protect 24-year-old Adam Lowry who was a key 
player on the penalty kill and even got a decent amount of power-play time. He’s a centre who 
won most of his draws and he’s coming off a career-best 15-goal, 29-point season. If you 
protect Lowry and leave Perreault available, you’re taking the chance that Vegas passes on the 
latter’s long-term, $4.125-million cap hit — but Perreault could be the type of low-key, 
productive and experienced player Vegas is looking for. It should not be a priority for Winnipeg 
to shave that cap hit, since they have plenty of room under the ceiling. 
 
Jets GM Kevin Cheveldayoff isn’t known for taking big chances, so we’re thinking he keeps the 
most versatile player of the bunch and the highest scorer. Then, we wonder if Cheveldayoff can 
part with a draft pick to get Vegas to stay away from Lowry — perhaps a third-rounder, where 
Lowry himself was chosen. 
 
One thing’s for sure, Winnipeg got off the hook by having the expansion draft this year, when 
Patrik Laine and Nikolaj Ehlers are exempt. 
 
DEFENCE 
Dustin Byfuglien (NMC) 
Tobias Enstrom (NMC) 
Tyler Myers 
Jacob Trouba 
 
The ideal route for the Jets would be to get the declining Enstrom to waive his no-movement 
clause so they could protect three defencemen and all of the forwards mentioned above, but 
indications this season were that Enstrom wanted to remain in Winnipeg. The team could 
surprise and leave Myers exposed after his injury-riddled season, but Vegas would likely scoop 
him up for their top four and that would do far more damage to Winnipeg than losing a mid-20s 
depth forward like Lowry or Armia. 
 
Josh Morrissey is exempt from the draft and Mark Stuart would be the blue line veteran left 
available to reach the exposure requirements. By opting to go this route, Winnipeg would 



continue with a strong top five on the blue line. You can overthink this and protect all your depth 
options on forward at the expense of Myers, but by choosing the 4-4-1 approach, the Jets keep 
their big strength on defence and maintain a fairly well-rounded roster. 
 
GOALIES 
Connor Hellebuyck 
 
There is little question the Jets will protect Hellebuyck who, despite a shaky season, is still the 
hopeful goalie of the future. Winnipeg will still need to address this position in the summer by 
acquiring a veteran to at least split duty with Hellebuyck, but he’s far too valuable for their future 
prospects to lose him for nothing. Michael Hutchinson, 27, will remain exposed and there is an 
outside chance the Golden Knights choose to pluck him from Winnipeg’s roster. 
 
VEGAS PICK PROJECTION 
Adam Lowry, C 
 
By choosing Lowry, Vegas picks up a 24-year-old defensively responsible centre who just had 
his best season ever on offence. Lowry will likely never be a big scorer for the Golden Knights, 
but he’s someone they can work with, rely on and even give more minutes to, which could lead 
to another career year on the scoresheet. He’s got one year left on his contract at $1.125 million 
and won’t likely be an expensive re-sign. Nothing too special, but Lowry is a good piece for a 
brand new team that will be looking to squeeze out wins any way they can. If the Jets find a way 
to make a trade with Vegas so they don’t take Lowry, the Golden Knights could opt for Joel 
Armia, Andrew Copp or Marko Dano. 
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What's the Jets' No. 1 priority this offseason? 
 
That's Hockey explains why the Jets are in a tough spot with their forwards group going into the 
expansion draft, and sheds light on what Winnipeg's No. 1 priority is this offseason. 
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Cullen: Vegas should draft 12-13 defensemen 
 
Scott Cullen of TSN.ca joins Darrin Bauming and Michael Remis on The Warm Up to discuss 
Dion Phaneuf's refusal to waive his no-movement clause, how it effects the Senators expansion 
draft plans, Anaheim's protection strategy heading into the expansion draft and the big 
decisions Nashville will have to make when deciding who to protect. 
 
http://www.tsn.ca/radio/winnipeg-1290/laughlin-can-t-blame-players-for-not-waiving-no-trade-
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Laughlin: Can't blame players for not waiving no-trade clauses 
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Scott Laughlin of Sirius XM NHL Network Radio joined Rick Ralph and discusses Marc-Andre 
Fleury waiving his no movement clause, Dion Phaneuf declining to waive his no movement 
clause and the upcoming expansion draft. 
 


